GNY
Tokenomics Vision

Sales of GNY Products Will
Fuel Community Rewards
Rewards for token holders that bind their
GNY tokens will increase as the broader crypto trading communities adopt GNY as a critical tool in their crypto trading strategies.

New GNY Products and
Uses for the GNY Tokens
GNY is announcing the Range Reports will
expand to the top 10 crypto projects, selected
from CoinMarketCap and also derived from
community voting and opinion. In addition
to adding new reports, GNY will also increase
the ways that users can use GNY
Tokens to access special features
of the reports. Such as custom
notifications, trading signals, and
market threshold indicators.
All of these features will increase
the circulation of the GNY tokens
in the wider token economy.
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GNYi + The Benefits of HODLing
In Q3 GNYi, the community
rewards program will expand to
do more than reward community members with tokens, GNYi
will start to utilize GNY’s machine
learning insights to deliver community members access to our
most valuable assets- crypto
predictions and insights.
Some of these GNYi benefits will
be designed in conjunction with
GNY education campaigns. Developing tiered benefits of holding GNY will include simple benefits that
are free to users, and then available for any user holding a GNY token.
Graduated GNY rewards will reinforce the growth of our community
and strong tokenomics.

Mobile Integration with the
GNY Mobile Wallet
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The GNY Wallet, launching in Q1 2022, will
bring the functionality of the GNY web wallet
to all mobile users for iOS and Android. Bringing the power to vote for delegates, transfer
tokens, and create and launch assets all in
the palm of your hand. As the product suite
and token opportunities for the GNY token
increase through 2022 all of these functionalities will be optimized for mobile integration
on our mobile app.

Long Term Vision:
Developers and Dataplace
Every organization should have access to top
tier machine learning tools without needing to
hand over their data to their party processors.
GNY will investigate how decentralized ML
tools will become available to businesses,
using our GNY Range Reports as the case
study for developing new interfaces and functionalities, GNY will continue to experiment
and develop applications that strengthen GNY
Token utility and adoption.

Scarcity and Lock Up
The GNY Team has already
announced the lock up of 200M
tokens. With more and more token
holders purchasing and holding
tokens to access special GNYi benefits, and more products driving the
use of GNY Range Reports, we will
continue to push for token scarcity
and utility system-wide.
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